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California law allows individuals 18 or more
years of age (and emancipated minors) who
are of “sound mind” to make a will A will
states an individuaVs wishes for disposition of
his or her estate at death. The estate consists
of all separate property owned at death, and
one-half o/community or quasi-community
property. The estate disposed of by will does
not include joint-tenancy property, or other
property which passes at death according to
terms of a contract, i.e., life insur
ance proceeds or other payments
made at death.
In the absence of a valid will, a
decedent’s property will be disposed
of by state law, called the law of
intestate succession. While the
legislature has endeavored to make our in
testate laws conform to what most people
would probably desire, there is no way that

Making Your
Will Known
ByJanice Loutzenhiser, J.D.

Dr. Janice Loutzenhiser
M

these general laws can provide as satis
factory a plan as a will.
For that reason, it is the state’s public
policy to encourage testacy (having a
valid will at death). Changes in state
law over the past few years have made
it much easier for every Californian to
have a valid will.
There are three basic types of wills in
California today:
1. the traditional witnessed will
2. the California statutory will
3. the holographic will.
A witnessed will may be in typed or
printed form and requires that the testa
tor (person making the will) sign the
document along with at least two (pre
ferably three) witnesses who are not
named as beneficiaries. A will need not
be notarized. This will is usually written
by an attorney after careful considera
tion of the testator’s particular needs
and desires. (Incidentally, modem
usage no longer requires that the term
“testatrix” be used for a female willmaker; “testator”, “executor”, “admin
istrator”, etc. all apply to both males
and females.) Although pre printed will
forms are available, extreme caution
should be exercised in using them
without the advice of counsel. These
printed forms often contain provisions
which are no longer necessary or advis
able under current law. A testator may
unwittingly add to the cost and diffi
culty of estate administration in an at
tempt to save the cost of legal counsel.
Sometimes a bad will is worse than no
will at all!
Not to be confused with the stan
dard, pre printed will form is the new
California statutory will (and the Cali
fornia statutory will with trust). The
t

California statutory will
developed
by the state legislature to make it much
easier for individuals to execute a will.
If the form meets your needs, it re
quires only selecting from the available
optional dispositions, and filling in a
few blanks. It, too, must be signed and
witnessed. Statutory will forms are avail
able from the California State Bar and
in some stationery stores (be certain
the forms says “California Statutory
Will” or “California Statutory Will with
Trust”). This type of will only works if
property is to be left to a spouse or
descendants (either outright or in trust)
although one cash gift to another per
son or charity is an option. If any other
disposition is desired, such as multiple
clwitable contributions or the gift of
some personal effeas to friends, the
statutory will cannot be used.
A holographic will is written all in
the testator’s own handwriting. No part
should be typed. The document should
clearly state that it is a will and it
should be dated. Only the testator need
sign; a holographic will does not re
quire witnesses. A holographic will is
just as valid as any other properly exe
cuted will. Problems that can arise in
administration are the result of the tes
tator’s lack of knowledge about the
legal significance of a particular provi
sion, not because the will happened to
be holographic in form. In a situation
where it is not possible to obtain legal
counsel, yet one wants the peace-ofmind of knowing there is a valid will to
direct estate disposition, a holographic
will can be used to good advantage. As
a general mle this should be consid
ered only a temporary measure, how
ever, and counsel should at least review
the will when possible.
Sometimes a testator needs or wishes
to make a minor change in the will
after it has been executed. A will must
never be marked with any kind of era
sure, lining out, additions, etc. Such
defacing will not have the desired
effect and may only result in invalidat
ing all or part of the will. Changes
should be made in a properly executed
codicil, which is an amendment to a
will. The codicil states clearly that it is
to change the will, referring back to the
date of the original will, and then lists
the changes desired. If the codicil is
typed, it must be signed by the testator
and witnessed. A holographic codicil,
without witnesses, also is valid. It is not
necessary that the codicil be in the
same form as the will, so a holographic
codicil is acceptable even if the will is
formal and witnessed.

Again, caution should be exercised,
as the amendment may have an unde
sired effect on a carefully constructed
estate plan. Always seek counsel before
any substantive change is made. Codi
cils really should be reserved for minor
alterations only, such as the substitu
tion of a named executor.
Your will is a most important docu
ment, and it should be stored in a safe
place, known to your next-of-kin or
named executor. If an attorney drafted
your will, the original may be left at the
attorney’s office. In that case, your copy
should indicate the location of the orig
inal. If you choose to keep the original,
be sure that its location is known to
those likely to be handling matters at
your death. A list of important docu
ments, and where they can be found,
might be maintained and stored in your
home desk, for example.
Do not be afraid to use a safe deposit
box for will storage. There is a widelyheld view that banks will not allow
access to a will stored in a safe deposit
box. Not so — at least not in California!
If you have such concerns, discuss
them with a bank officer and find out
exactly what the bank’s procedures are.
Then you can rest assured. And that is
what estate planning is all about —
providing you with the assurance and
peace-of-mind that you can have now,
knowing that, at death, your estate will
be administered as you desire.
A series of workshops on wills is
underway at CSUSB. If you are inter
ested in future workshops, or if you
would like a development officer to
consult with you or your attorney on
your estate plan, please call the Execu
tive Dean’s office at (714) 887-7413.
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Dr. Frances F. Berdan

Multicultural and
Gender Perspectives
in the Curriculum

Feature story by Cynthia Pringle
Photographs by Carey Van Loon

Cultural Diversity: The
Essence of Anthropology

Culture is a very com
plicated exchor^ge of
voices and you need
to do your best to
remind people that
whatever they ore
hearing is not the
dominant voice of the
culture, but in fact on
idiom,

Joanna Roche

Culture is the business of the
anthropologist, and a cross-cultural
perspective is the way in which anthro
pologists are trained to see the world.
For more than 20 years, Dr. Frances
F. Berdan, has been a scholar and
teacher of cultures. I sat with Professor
Berdan, chair of the Department of
Anthropology, over lunch in the Com
mons, and we discussed her ideas
about experiences in cross-cultural
study.
“When I use the term ‘aoss-cultural,’
I mean it in the broadest sense, em
bracing the variety and diversity of cul
tures on a global scale and through a
few million years of prehistory and his
tory.” Dr. Berdan’s studies of culture
have, in fact, ranged through pre history
and history.
As a graduate student, she did
archaeological fieldwork in New Mex
ico studying ancient ecology. She felt
that to understand archaeological data,
you need an understanding of archaeo
logical methods.
Her Ph.D. dissertation research on
trade, tribute, and market in the Aztec
Empire led her to investigate historical
documents in Seville and Mexico City.
“Most of the information on the
Aztecs-is based on historical docu'-------ments: reports from conquerors, native
writings, local level documents, and
glyphic writings.” This kind of anthro
pology, known as “ethnohistory,” uses
such documents as the key to under
standing historic cultures.
Berdan has also been involved in
ethnographic study, the study of living
peoples. Her most recent field research
was this past November in the Sierra
Norte de Puebla, Mexico. Professor
Berdan and her colleagues spent four
weeks on this expedition, pursuing a
multi-year projea funded by the
National Geographic Society. Their
approach to cultural variation was
through the study of modern costumes
and weaving.
“The techniques and terminology of
weaving today can tell us much about
the past,” she explained. The fascinat
ing, yet painstaking, process of gather
ing data from local informants is just
the beginning of the process. Many
months of analysis and library research
will follow before the final product, a
book manuscript, is complete. Dr. Ber
dan’s publications already include four
books and numerous articles.
With all her writing and research on
cultures, how does Dr. Berdan see the
cross-cultural perspective as being rele
vant to today’s students?
“A broad scope, an open-minded
approach, and an awareness of the in
tricacy, subtleties and internal variation
of human cultures. This is my ‘wish list’
for a cross-cultural perspective in
undergraduate education. An apprecia
tion of these elements is important in
preparing not only for life’s work, but
also life. We live in a continually
‘shrinking’ world; communities and
neighborhoods are becoming in
creasingly diverse. An understanding of
cultural successes and failures can help
us to meet the challenges of the future;
an appreciation of the depth of cultural
diversity, a realization that ‘heteroge
neity is healthy,’ can lead to a more
profound understanding of the nature
and future of contemporary societies.”

If all the world’s a stage and all the men and
women merely players, as Shakespeare eloquently
described the theatre of life, why haven’t the collec
tive lives and experiences of the peoples of the
world been played out with equal critical acclaim?
The question is analogous to those being
raised this year during five Cross-Cultural Perspec
tive workshops as more than 40 faculty members
endeavor to integrate material by and about women
and fflinoritiesTntoTower-di^ion general educa^
tion courses within the Schools of Humanities and
Social and Behavioral Sciences.
Under the direction of Dr. Elliott
Barkan, history professor and coordina
tor of ethnic studies, the year-long pro
ject is funded by a $23,000 grant from
the CSU Chancellor’s Office.
“The goal of the project is not only
to enrich the learning process of stu
dents by including a more humanist
view of the world in disciplines such as
literature, philosophy and history,”
remarked Dr. Barkan, “but also to pre
pare them for the ‘real world,’ which is
becoming increasingly multicultural.
We have to think about how best to
equip them for working in the State of
California where less than half the
population will be non-Hispanic whites
by the turn of the century.
“In the process of revising the syl
labi, the faculty members are question
ing the kinds of material that have been
provided in the past and finding it is
indeed possible to include readings
and audiovisual materials generated by
people who have cross-gender and
multicultural experiences and insights,”
he continued. “Inevitably we also must
go back to our basic approaches to
teaching because we all went to school
when our teachers weren’t sensitized
and naturally, their perspectives and
canons were transplanted to us.”
A distinction of the Cal State, San
Bernardino workshop series is the
compilation of a cross-listed bibliog
raphy of audiovisual and print media
which focus on women and ethnic/
racial groups.
Although eight other Cal State cam
puses have conducted similar crosscultural projects, “no one else has
attempted to provide such a sophisti
cated breakdown of materials available
by discipline for use in the classroom
and for instructors,” Dr. Barkan stated.
The bibliography should prove to be an
invaluable resource as faculty put the

final touches on their course revisions
in May, he added.
Participating faculty represent the
disciplines of anthropology, art, com
munication, criminal justice, econom
ics, English, foreign languages, geo
graphy, history, philosophy, political
science, psychology, sociology and
theatre arts. Several expressed observa
tions about the cross-cultural project
and their intentions for revising
courses.
Communication
“I think the impact of this project is
crucial. It is important to have
women’s. Black and Hispanic studies
separately as well as together,” com
mented Dr. Dorothy Mettee, assistant
professor of communication. “Unfortu
nately, the students (in the specialized
classes) usually are those who are
interested already and we miss the
acculturation of those who don’t take
those courses, but who need to know.”
The same is true for faculty, she said.
“One criticism I have is that most of the
faculty are there because they are inter
ested and already have begun to
change their courses. There are a lot of
others who should be exposed to this.”
Dr. Mettee is working with Dr. Fred
Jandt, department chair, to incorporate
women and minorities as a focus of
study in the introductory oral commun
ication course. Course work might entail
reading speeches given by women and
minorities and viewing videotapes of
Martin Luther King, Shirley Chisholm,
Barbara Jordan and Cesar Chavez.
“At the risk of over-generalizing, a
speech by a white male is different in
content and approach than those given
by minorities and women,” she com
mented. “White male speeches are per
ceived to be cognitive and logical,
while minority speeches are emotional.

Women generally try to steer away from
being emotional in order to be per
ceived as rational.”
In addition to revising course con
tent, Dr. Mettee believes faculty will
need to consider alternate methods of ^
instruction and evaluation for minori
ties and students of both sexes.
“A lot of minority students come
from bilingual homes, including Blacks,
although we call their language ‘sub
standard English.’ There are many
strengths these students have and we
lieed td^ow fbrlHe richness of what '
they do know. We don’t have to give up
standards of performance for learning,
but we do need to be flexible in our
evaluation. Some might call them
‘unprepared,’ but if we recognize that
they start at a different place, we can
evaluate them from there.
“The same thing is true for women,”
she said in relating a personal expe
rience, “While I was working on my
doctoral dissertation, several male
faculty told me how to change my work
‘to make it right’ because my writing
style wasn’t like a male researcher’s. It
wasn’t until two years later when a
woman feculty member reviewed my
work and wondered why I would want
to change it, that I realized what it must
be like for minority students to adapt to
a language that is foreign to them.
Since I didn’t write in the traditionally
scientific style, I seemed simple, in
stead of complex, and not as worthy
intellectually. I eventually realized that
I did things well; I just talked about
them differently.”
Criminal Justice
For Dr. Frances Coles, associate pro
fessor and chair of the Criminal Justice
Department, the thrust of her work will
be incorporating material about women
working in the criminal justice system
and how that changes the operation of
the system.
“Criminal justice traditionally has
been a very male profession. Up until
very recently the only law enforcement
role for women has been in the juve
nile area; there were very few judges or
corrections officers,” she explained.
“Within the last two years, the Highway
Patrol has conducted aggressive re
cruitment of females and women now
represent 10 percent of the legal pro
fession, 20 percent of law school stu
dents and about 50 percent of the
majors in criminal justice here.”
In the process of revising the sylla
bus for the basic course in criminal law.
Dr. Coles said that on the surfece, it
would appear that many aspects of the
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law have nothing to do with gender or
ethnicity, such as defining an “act” or
“intent” to commit a crime.
“Up until now there has been little
notice of the sexism of some statutes
and this is an area where we can sensit
ize students,” she commented. “When
the law talks about a victim’s right to
use deadly force when a person has
reason to believe he or she is about to
be killed, it assumes that the criminal
and victim are of equal strength and
therefore male. There is no defense for
a battered woman who’s been beaten
for years and decides not to take it
anymore.”
She pointed out that a similar
dichotomy exists with statutes on rape.
“Some laws still define rape as a sex
crime, while others call it a crime of
violence. California has substituted the
word ‘people’ in its assault statutes, but
a jury still considers the victim’s cloth
ing, where the crime took place and
other social attitudes. It used to be that
rape cases couldn’t be brought to trial
in this state unless there were corrobo
rating witnesses and up until very
recently, a case could not go to court
unless a woman had three stitches,”
which presumably indicated the use of
force, she said.
Although Dr. Coles’ focus will be
gender-related, minority issues often
crop up in her introductory course
when she asks students to define the
typical criminal and victim.
“Criminals are seen as being young,
low income minorities who victimize
elderly white wdmen by snatching their
purses,” she stated. “Students are sur
prised to find that a great many victims
are minorities, too, and they don’t seem
to want to hear about the white collar
criminal.”
English
In a sense, the workshops have given
Dr. Harold Hellenbrand, assistant pro
fessor of English, the impetus to inte
grate multicultural perspectives into
several of his courses in a manner sim
ilar to work he is performing under an
Educational Equity grant from the
university.
He is redesigning the reading lists for
American Literature courses 430 and
432, which cover the period from 1620
to 1855.
“I’m changing the courses with the
idea that even on the simplest level, we
must ensure that there are a variety of
other voices heard aside from Haw
thorne, Melville, Bradford and Jeffer
son,” he said. “Through the course of
the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries there
have been many contributions by
women and native Americans which we
can get our hands on in book form. ’ i
“Once those voices are included, we
are implicitly changing the definition of
what literature is. Then we have to ask
ourselves whether it is possible or even
fair to expect all people to write in a
certain way. That is, can we expect an
indentured servant in the 18th century
to produce epic poetry? And, are we
trained in such a way that we can’t rec
ognize other forms of literature?
“For example, if you read 18th cen
tury captivity narratives by Blacks
brought over as slaves, they used a var
iety of means to protest the injustices
they were experiencing. However, they
were addressing an audience not par
Photo arrangements courtesy of
The Children’s Center.
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The information has
generoteol a series of
questions onol a new
way of thinking about
historiool periods,
whioh hove been
oonsidered times of
oultural brillionoe, but
may not have been so
benefioial to women.
ticularly willing to hear them,” he
pointed out. “The same was true for
Thomas Jefferson in the Declaration of
Independence. His claim was not wel
come in many parts, but no one ques
tioned his humanity and he was not
expected to write in a language that
was foreign to his sense of self”
In addition to reading formal prose.
Dr. Hellenbrand expects to have stu
dents look at diaries written by con
temporaries of those times and study
how they presented themselves.
“It’s actually more complex literature
than what we’ve previously been will
ing to see. It’s been produced when
there hasn’t been the time or where
withal! to achieve ‘finished art,’ and to
begin looking at something like that
automatically expands the concept of
what art can and cannot do.”
Although the American Literature
courses will be revised next year. Dr.
Hellenbrand said it has been a difficult
balancing act setting up the reading
lists.
“Do we throw out Hawthorne, Mel
ville and Whitman completely? No,
that’s not necessary, but it’s a hard issue
to address. I think you can choose
intelligently, if you remember that cul
ture is never a monologue or even a
dialogue. It is a very complicated
exchange of voices and you need to do
your best to remind people that what
ever they are hearing is not the domi
nant voice of the culture, but in fact an
idiom.”
Foreign Languages
The principles of the Cross-Cultural
Perspectives workshops are not that far
removed from the topics which natu
rally arise in the course of teaching a
foreign language, according to Dr.
Rafael Correa, assistant professor of
Spanish.
“The basic grammar and introductory
courses naturally deal with ethnicity
and gender issues within the culture,
history and people. The novelty is in
organizing the material,” he said,
explaining his recent efforts to revise
his courses.
“The workshops have refined ideas
for me, which I may have been tenta
tive about because of stereotypes and
prejudice. With students of all different
backgrounds in my grammar and com
position course, I never knew how far
to take the issue of prejudice, because
while the students realize they are deal
ing with fear and ignorance, the situa
tion is not unemotional.”
A native of Colombia, Dr. Correa said
he has found it helpful to draw on his
own experiences as a minority in this
country.
“Even though I’ve been in this coun
try off and on for 24 years, I always feel
as if I’m visiting. In fact, it’s the same
when I go to South America or Mexico
now,” he revealed. “My wife and I have
found it interesting to read my diaries
when I was a young student in this
country. I was so resentful because I
didn’t feel as if I belonged, but I’ve
ad^ted. I feel like I could move to
China tomorrow and fit in.

“It helps me to see the conflict that
ticularly with respect to women’s
others must feel. I find it interesting,
issues,” he disclosed. “As I have read
helpful, even rewarding to try to put
more about women, the information
myself in someone else’s skin. It’s fas
has generated a series of questions and
cinating to see what the reactions are if a new way of thinking about historical
you’ve never been discriminated
periods, which have been considered
against,” he added. “It is a difficult
times of cultural brilliance, but may not
have been so beneficial to women.
balancing act because at any given
time, everyone is part of some minority.
“For example, the French Revolution
However, minorities in a large country was important to men as a group, but
like this so often have to think like the
not necessarily good for women. At the
‘majority’ as a defense mechanism.”
risk of over-generalizing, prior to the
Dr. Correa admits that until recently,
revolution, aristocratic women had a
his courses have emphasized ethnicity
great deal of freedom and were active
rather than gender issues.
participants in society. By the end of
“Even though I’m Americanized, I’m that period, with the legal codes estab
still uncomfortable with women’s
lished by Napolean, women were more
issues,” he conceded. “When I was
tightly bound to men and family, and
teaching in Mexico last year, my stu
fewer were educated beyond home
dents said, ‘Don’t give us the American making skills.”
version of feminism.’ Latin American
With the advent of the Educational
women work for equality, too, but they Equity grant from the university, Dr.
also want to preserve tradition. They
Fields is compiling a two volume text
are not ‘against everthing male’ like
book on world civilization which will
American feminists in the 1960s. How include chapters on contributions
ever, it’s probably those radical women made by women and minorities as well
who got Latin American women where as the elderly and disabled.
they are today.
“I’ve been interested in the project
“I’ve had a bibliography of Latin
for a long time and gathering material
American women authors, but I’ve
for several years. My focus has crystal
never considered using it until now,”
lized on topics which don’t often get
he concluded. “While I think I have a
much treatment in history and I will
high level of consciousness on both
present them topically rather than
issues, the workshops have given me a
chronologically,” he explained. “While
new perspective within my own en
most other courses on world civiliza
lightenment.”
tion stress the European way of looking
at the world, the key to this text will be
History
‘images’ and how we regard each other.
We will see that there are many ways of
Dr. Lanny Fields, lecturer in history,
has found the Cal State approach to the looking at ourselves — Eurocentrism,
workshops and support from the ad
scientism and sexism as in ‘his story.’
ministration refreshing. “I have been
We want to try to learn rather than
disappointed at other institutions
judge; instead of labeling something
where I taught because I felt alone, par inferior, it is merely different.”

Black Activist
Angela Davis
Caps Off Workshops
May 23-24

Noted Black activist and feminist Angela Davis will make a public appearance at
Cal State and address the final session of the Cross-Cultural Perspectives work
shops May 23 and 24, respectively.
Speaking at 7:30 p.m., Friday, May 23 in the Recital Hall, Ms. Davis will address.
At Home and Abroad: The Struggle for Peace. There will be a $2 admission charge
for individuals without Cal State, San Bernardino indentification. A reception will
be held in Ms. Davis’ honor.
During the final workshop, which is not open to the public, Ms. Davis will speak
to Changing Hearts and Minds: Race, Class and Gender.
A feminist, author and member of the Communist Party, Angela Davis, 42,
teaches ethics and women’s studies at San Francisco State University.
Her appearance at Cal State is sponsored by the Cross-Cultural Perspectives
grant. Associated Students, Special Events, the Intellectual Life Committee, Black
Student Union, Black Hiculty and Staff and the Schools of Humanities and Social
and Behavioral Sciences.
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Dr. Diane Halpem Named
CSU Outstanding Professor
“She’s terrific! Clone her!”
That comment from a Cal State, San
Bernardino student is typical of those
describing Dr. Diane F. Halpern, who
has been designated by the CSU Board
of Trustees as one of the system’s two
outstanding professors for 1986.
An associate professor of psychology
and associate dean of undergraduate
programs, Dr. Halpern is noted for mot
ivating her students to excel, for her
internationally recognized work in
cognitive psychology, and for her
community efforts on behalf of “hardto-place” children up for adoption.
Dr. Halpem’s students consistently
praise her enthusiasm, her ability to
make complex subjeas interesting and
understandable, and her receptivity to
student problems. “She can actually
teach statistics with a sense of humor,”
remarked one student, while another
reported “she exemplifies all of the
best qualities in the skill of teaching.”
An authority in the field of critical
thinking. Dr. Halpem has a reputation
the processes of learning, particularly in
theories dealing with illusory-contour
perception. Her many presentations
have influenced the teaching of critical
thinking at CSU and other higher edu
cation institutions.
One of her books. Thought and
Knowledge: An Introduction to Critical

Thinking is “most likely the best intro
duction to critical thinking that is cur
rently on the market,” according to Dr.
Joel Warm, director of the University of
Cincinnati’s Graduate Training Program
in Experimental Psychology.
A member of the Cal State faculty
since 1981, Dr. Halpern assumed addi
tional responsibilities as associate dean
of undergraduate programs in 1984.
She instituted the university’s under
graduate academic advisement center
and formulated policies for student retnetion and prohibition of sexual
harassment.
The adoptive mother of two children.
Dr. Halpern has served on committee
in three states concerned with adoption
needs of older children, racially mixed
children, sibling groups and the handi
capped. Ohio adopted legislation as an
outgrowth of her work there.
As CSU Outstanding professors. Dr.
Halpem and Dr. Nicholas P. Hardeman,
professor of history at Long Beach, will
each receive $1,000 awards and be
expected, to present guest lectures at
selected CSU campuses in the coming
months.
Sponsored by the Board of Trustees,
the awards program has honored two
faculty members each year since 1964.
Dr. Frances Berdan, professor of an
thropology, received the honor in 1983.

Largest Grant Ever Received by Cal State
For Summer Technology Training Institute
Since microcomputers and other
advanced technology will one day be as
commonplace in public school class
rooms as pencils and books, a new
Summer Technology Training Institute
has been established at Cal State to
prepare elementary school teachers and
curriculum specialists to integrate the
latest instmctional aids into educational
practice.
Under a $990,381 grant, the largest
ever received by the university, two
consecutive four-week Summer Tech
nology Training Institute sessions in
July and August will introduce more
than 200 teachers to effective applica
tions of technology, such as computers
and instmctional television, in class
room instmction.
The program grant will have a major
impact on the educational practices in
elementary classrooms throughout the
state, according to Dr. Craig Blurton,
assistant professor in the School of
Education and projea director.
“Participants also will be taught to be
effective trainers of other educators in
school districts in their region of the

state,” he explained. “During the fol
lowing year, they will be responsible
for training hundreds of other educa
tors in the same techniques. This
should extend the impact of the insti
tutes to classrooms throughout the
state.”
A second component of the grant
will provide continued training, sup
port and assistance for institute partici
pants during the 1986-87 school year.
This support will include training ses
sions and evaluation by the staffs of the
15 regional Teacher Education Compu
ter Centers (TECC) around the state.
Dr. Robert Detweiler, vice president
for academic affairs, expressed the uni
versity’s pleasure with the project. “I
am delighted that our university has
been selected to direct this important
project, which will enhance the quality
of elementary school teachers. Profes
sor Blurton and his colleagues are to be
congratulated for winning the funds to
support this project and for adding to
the prestige of our excellent School of
Education.”

Computerized
Registration Begins This
Month for Fall Quarter
Cal State is on the brink of a new era
this month as the computer age dawns
on the university’s registration proce
dure, replacing the traditional “arenastyle” process with the new ComputerAssisted Registration System (CARS).
Under the new system, students may
begin registering for fall quarter classes
as early as April.
“For many of our students, compu
terized pre-registration virtually will
eliminate standing in line in the gym
nasium to register for classes,” said Jo
Ann Von Wald, registrar. “Persons un
able to put together a complete sched
ule through 'early registration because
some classes are closed or cancelled
will be able to participate in ‘priority
add/drop’ sessions on campus ahead of
other individuals who did not use
CARS.”
In order to take advantage of the ear
liest phase of CARS, new and continu
ing students are expected to consult
with an academic advisor during April.
They may select up to nine courses and
an-alternate^^ut no more than 19-5-__
units, she explained. From May 9 to
Aug. 18, students may continue to take
advantage of Computer-Assisted Regis
tration without advisement. However,
their course requests will receive lower
priority.
First priority will be given to students
who take advantage of academic ad
visement, which is considered integral
to the successful completion of a col
lege education, according to Dr. Diane
Halpern, associate dean of under
graduate programs, who coordinated
the establishment of the new Advising
Center last fall.
“We believe advising is significant in
helping students match their courses
with degree objectives and enabling
them to graduate on time,” she stated.
Under CARS, students may mail their
course selections to the university or
deposit them at one of three locations
on campus.
The “class request forms” are to be
accompanied by registration fees or a
non-refundable $20 deposit, which will
be applied to normal course fees. The
deposit will be required only for fall
1986. The balance of the fees are due
Aug. 18. Students who have not paid
full fees by then will be notified that
they must attend traditional registration
in the gymnasium Sept. 22-23.
“Since many continuing students will
have just registered for spring classes,
we did not want to impose an undue
financial hardship on them by requiring
fall fees in i^ril,” Ms. Von Wald re
marked. “In succeeding quarters, stu
dents will be expeaed to pay the full
fee as they register.”
In addition to eventually stream
lining the registration procedure for
students, CARS will enable the univer
sity to adjust class schedules earlier to
meet student demand and more evenly
distribute the students among the avail
able periods, she added. “As the uni
versity continues to grow, this will be
an especially helpful planning tool be
cause departments will be able to add
more seaions as need dictates.”

Coming Events
May 2
Cinco de Mayo will be observed,
featuring KCBS-TV weatherman, Maclovio Perez, speaking on “Hispanics in
the Media” at noon in the Lower Com
mons. Open to the public from 11:30
a.m. to 3 p.m., the celebration will fea
ture food booths and music by mariachi and Latin jazz bands on the Com
mons patio.
May 18
Renowned magician The Great
Blackstone will talk about his elusive
art at 2 p.m. in the Recital Hall. Spon
sored by the Library Associates, the
presentation will be preceded by a re
ception at 1:30 p.m. on the first floor of
the Pfau Library. The event is free and
open to the public.
May 23
Prominent curator Dr. Charles Millard
III from the Hirshhom Museum and
Scdlpture Gallery at the Smithsonian
Institution will explain “The Origins of
Modem Sculpture” at 4:30 p.m. in Vis
ual Arts Building Room 108. Sponsored
Department and the Intellectual Life
Committee, the talk is free and open to
the public.
June 14
Commencement ceremonies will be
gin at 5:30 p.m. on the lawn between
the Library and the gymnasium. CSU
Trustee Dale Ride will be the featured
speaker. A member of the Board of
Tmstees since 1984, Dr. Ride is assis
tant to the superintendent of the Santa
Monica Community College District.
One of his daughters is Dr. Sally K.
Ride, the astronaut.
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Classic Play Threepenny
Opera Closes 1985-86
Theatre Season
The classic musical morality play,
Threepenny Opera, which inspired sev
eral movies and the popular song
“Mack the Knife,” will be staged at Cal
State May 29-31 and June 3-7.
The comic masterpiece by Bertolt
Brecht broke box-office records in its
original Berlin run from 1928-1933, and
again when it played in New York from
1954-1961.
Kurt Weill’s haunting melodies un
derscore this immorality play about
bourgeois London society and the crim
inal underworld, which is ruled by
Mackie the Knife.
“This is a dream come true for me —
I’ve \vanted to direct this play for a long
time,” commented Dr. Amanda Sue
Rudisill.
The production will be a collabora
tive effort of the Theatre Arts and Music
Departments, with choregraphy by
Maite Boyle Slout and musical direction
by Dr. Loren Filbeck.
All performances will begin at 8:15
p.m. in the Creative Arts Theatre.
Tickets are $6.50 general admission; $3
for alumhf’^udehts and senior citizens.
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Hollywood Beckons
Cal State Senior

Rialto Junior High Principal
Rejlects on Education Trends

Fairy tales can come true; it can
happen to you... especially when you
live near Hollywood, the Dream Capital
of the world.
Such is the life of Eric Horwitt, Cal
State marketing major who graduates
this spring. He has just signed a threeyear contract with NBC to do motion
pictures and serial television. Currently
on retainer and receiving $3,500 a
month, he is guaranteed to do six
shows before his network contract
expires.
The Rialto resident’s success story
began when he was visiting friends in
Los Angeles and heard about tryouts for
a new character.
“They were advertising for a certain
height and the ‘California look,’ so I
went. Eventually they narrowed it down
to physical attributes, such as the
amount of hair on your chest and I ^ras
chosen,” he remarked.
“They’ve been pretty Impressed with
my screen tests and they’re talking
about all sorts of options, from my own
show to soap operas to made-for-TV
movies, ” he said. “I get to read the
scripts and can kind of pick and
choose, although they have the final
choice. I’m not that crazy about soap
operas because of the working condi
tions, which are pretty intense, working
year-round. I’d rather work sometimes
and take off sometimes.”
That’s exactly what he had planned
to do with the next year of his life
before Hollywood beckoned. With his
California good looks, the 24-year-old
blonde looks like he belongs on the
beach, which was the setting of his first
professional modeling job.
“I went with a girlfriend who was
auditioning for a commercial shooting
and she didn’t get the part, but I did,”
he said, smiling about the twist of fate.
“They needed someone with the ‘Cali
fornia look’ to play volleyball on the
beach for Sunkist.”
When asked about his girlfriend’s
reaction, he laughed and said, ‘Years
later, she’s finally speaking to me.”
He began his mcxleling career at 16
and continued working through high
school doing print modeling, particu
larly for specialty bathing suits, Euro
pean sportswear and hair care products.
The work haSi,teken him to Europe
three times wini most location shots
in Italy.
“I loved it. I sa^ all of Europe for
free and got paid for it, too,” he said,
grinning at his good fortune. “I have
been very lucky. Everything has come
to me; I haven’t sought it out.”
While he has taken acting lessons, he
admits to being “a little bit of a ham”
and somewhat of a “natural.” He seems
flattered by the idea of possible over
night success, but with friends in the
business whom he says have let the
glamour “go to their heads,” he tem
pers the beguiling aspects of show bus
iness with a sense of realism.
“I’m really skeptical since nothing
really has been done with my career
yet. I just know I’m guaranteed six
shows and after that, it may be back
into the real world.”

when Anna Maria Rodriguez (BA.
English 1971, MA. education 1978) was
offered the position of principal at
Rialto Junior High last ^ptember, she
felt ready to lead the teachers, staff and
students at the school her mother at
tended 50 years ago.
The vibrant 37-year-old San Bernar
dino native previously had been prin
cipal at Milor Continuation High for
two years and assistant principal in
charge of discipline at Eisenhower
High School.
Under her direction, a year-round
program has been implemented at the
junior high school, replacing the tradi
tional academic year and summer hia
tus with nine-week quarters and threeweek breaks. In addition, she has
overseen the establishment of an ex
pensive computer lab which features
PLATO, the most extensive collection of
computer-assisted instruction materials
in the world.
“Computers are here to stay, but they
shouldn’t replace interaction between
the teacher and learner,” she comment
ed. “I’m not that familiar with com
puters. Some of the older teachers pick
it up right avray — I think it depends
on their interest level.
“We have to provide a nonthreaten
ing environment for teachers to explore
the technology, so they realize that they
are not being replaced, nor should they
be, by computers,” she continued.
“Computers generate so much informa
tion that it can be overwhelming. We
had to work out the initial bugs be
cause some teachers were not sure how
to tie their accountability into the
computer.”
Rialto Junior High, with 832 students
in grades 7-9, also will participate in Cal
State’s “Project Upbeat,” which cur
rently acquaints 100 gifted 7th grade
students from Colton Junior High
School with university life. Students
visit the campus monthly and learn
about college courses and meet several
professors.
“We have to start at the intermediate
level and plant the seed so that stu
dents can look forward and beyond,”
she remarked. “Otherwise, by high
school some of them are set in bad
habits.
“As teachers, we have to stop being
judgmental of minority students and
saying ‘look at the home they’re com
ing from.’ We should accept those
things we cannot change, assume that
every student has potential and provide
experiences to help them become
successful.
“I think we can all go back and think
about a teacher who believed in us,”
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she added. “It is my job to make
teachers believe they could be the turn
ing point in someone’s life. The stu
dent may never come back and say
‘thank you,’ but teachers should know
they can make a difference.
^^en asked about the new, more
stringent admission standards for the
California State University system,
which will be imposed in the next few
years, Mrs. Rodriguez said she under
stood the intent of the measures.
“There also has to be a commitment
by the CSU system to help the public
schools in meeting those standards,”
she stressed. “With teacher education
in particular, I think the university has
to recruit people early in college life,
instead of during their senior year, and
give them good opportunities to ex
plore teaching.”
She related a conversation she had
had with her son, who’s attending
UCLA, and one of his friends who goes
to use.
“My son’s friend was putting down a
couple of their friends who attend Cal
State. He didn’t realize that I had gone
there and I told him that the calibre of
instruction is on a par with USC. Stu
dents are challenged, they receive per
sonalized instruction and yet it is inex
pensive and they can live at home, so
they shouldn’t feel bad about going
there.
“If Cal State hadn’t been so close, I
probably would have gone to commun
ity college,” she reflected. “I received
an excellent education — with the em
phasis on small classes, the professors
know you and your work. It’s almost an
abbey-like atmosphere there.”
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Alumni
Updates
1967
Richard Bennecke, BA political science, is an ad
ministrative assistant to San Bernardino Mayor Evlyn Wil
cox. He formerly was direaor of alumni affeirs at Cal
State.

1968

Robert E. (Bob)Botts

LoisJ. Carson

CSU Launches Search
For Lost’Alumni

Awards Banquet
“Hold Saturday, May 17 for the
seventh annual awards dinner to honor
our distinguished alumni,” urges
Joanna Roche, director of alumni affeirs
at Cal State.
This year’s event will begin with a
no-host reception at 6 p.m. in the Stu
dent Union lounge. Entertainment dur
ing dinner, to begin at 7 p.m. in the
Commons, will be provided by the Jazz
Bound, the student jazz band.
Master of ceremonies for the pro
gram will be a former distinguished
alumnus, Robert E. Botts, executive vice
president of Pacific Savings Bank of
Costa Mesa. University President
Anthony H. Evans and Alumni Associa
tion President John Kirwan will extend
greetings.
Five distinguished alumni awards
will be revealed, with the school deans
presenting the recognitions to the grad
uates of their schools.
Reservations should be made with
the Alumni Office, 887-7811, by May 12.
The cost is $13 per person. Students
will receive a $3 discount.

Emerging Field of Nursing
Diagnosis Explored in
Distinguished Lecture
1

V

“Recent Developments in Nursing
Diagnosis” will be the focus of a talk by
Dr. Marjory Gordon, professor and
coordinator of medical and surgical
nursing at Boston College, at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, June 12 in the Recital Hall.
Her presentation will be the Fifth
Annual Pfau Distinguished Lecture
in Nursing. Admission is $10 per
person.
The Nursing Chapter of the Alumni
Association will hold a reception
honoring the speaker.
“There has been an emerging grass
roots movement within the nursing
community over the last 10 to 15 years
to effect a system which enables nurses
to make diagnoses,” commented Dr.
Janice Layton, chair of the Cal State
Nursing Department. “The topic is
timely and relevant to student and prac
ticing nurses.”
Dr. Gordon’s appearance at Cal State
also is sponsored by the university’s
Intellectual Life Committee.

Invitations will be mailed to all Asso
ciation members, Ms. Roche said.
Further information is available from
the Alumni Office.

Where art thou, Cal State alumnus?
The question is at the root of an
ambitious media campaign being
launched this month to help the Cali
fornia State University system locate
Robert E. (Bob) Botts graduated from Cal State,
600,000 former students who have lost
San Bernardino in 1971 with a B.A in business
contact with their respective campuses.
administration. Active in the San Bernardino
Celebrities Morgan Brittany of “E>allas,”
community, he served as president of the San
Rene Enriquez of “Hill Street Blues,”
Bernardino Area Chamber of Commerce before
moving to Costa Mesa, where he now is executive and Tom and Dick Smothers will be
vice president of Pacific Savings Bank, formerly
utilized to draw attention to the CSU
Santa Fe Federal Savings and Loan Association.
and
motivate “lost” alumni to re
The Alumni Association has recognized his
establish contact with their alma mater.
achievements, with the presentation of a Distin
guished Alumnus Award in 1980, the first year
The four-month One in a Million
the honors were given.
campaign will focus on a 24-hour, tollfree phone number 1-800-CS-ALUMS,
which may be used by alumni to in
LoisJ. Carson received her B.A in English from
itiate contact with their campuses.
Cal State, San Bernardino in 1967. A moving
Names and pertinent information will
force in many educational and youth organiza
tions, she was (^pointed to the university Advisory be forwarded to the respective “home”
campus alumni offices for follow-up.
Board in 1985. A San Bernardino resident, Mrs.
The purpose of the campaign is not
Carson is the executive director of the Depart
ment of Community Action for Riirerside County. to solicit funds, explained Joanna
Having been involved in a variety of organiza
Roche, Cal State, S^ Bernardino
tions concerned with youth, minority issues and
alumni
affairs director.
education, she wiU share her thoughts at the
“Many of the alumni don’t know
awards dinner. She also received a Distinguished
Alumni Award in 1980.
they’re ‘lost’ and that they’re associated
with the nation’s largest system ofhigher education with over one million
graduates — hence the campaign
Alumni Invited to Take
name. One in a Million,” she said.
“This campaign is a first ever for higher
Swing at Second Annual
education and coincides with the 25th
Golf Tournament
anniversary of the CSU as well as the
The second annual golf tournament
20th anniversary of Cal State, San
to benefit Cal State intercollegiate
Bernardino.”
athletics will be held Monday, May 5 at
Funded by a $200,000 grant from the
El Rancho Verde Country Club in
Hewlett Foundation in Palo Alto, the
Rialto.
multi-media campaign will be con
The registration deadline is Thurs
ducted by RAHM advertising and public
day, May 1 for the four-man select shot
relations of Oakland.
tournament.
The entrance fee is $75 per person,
which includes green fee, cart, golf
shirt, tee prizes and a buffet following
the tournament. Check-in time is 11:30
a.m. and a shotgun tee-off is set for
noon.
Registration forms are available
through the Cal State Athletic Depart
ment and at the country club. More
information is available by calling the
Athletic Department at (714) 887-7560.
The tournament is cosponsored by
the Athletic Department and Alumni
Affairs Office.

Alan G. Dyer, BA sociology, will be included in the
1986 “Who's Who in California,” which will be pub
lished in November. An adult school educator in Rialto
and San Bernardino, he also teaches part-time at Cal
State.
Donald L. Jeffers, BA political science, is chief ad
ministrative officer for the City of Huntington Park. He
also edits the newsletter of the Huntington Park Kiwanis
Club, which earned a top regional a'ward recently. He is
married to Jane E. SillJeffers, BA political science 1968.
Shirley Marshall Shelansky, BA political science,
serves as executive direaor of the Morongo Basin United
Way. She and her husband, William, live in San
Bernardino.
Scott Showier, BA political science, is an attorney with
Dill & Showier in Redlands.

1969
Jane E. Sill Jeffers, BA English, teaches for the Hun
tington Park Baptist Elementary School. She also serves
as a speaker for the Right to Life League. She is married
to DonaldJeffers, BA political science 1968.
Audrey Murphy, BA history; credential 1970, retired
from the San Bernardino City Unified School District in
1979. She earned a master’s in education from LaVeme
University in 1972 as well as two special education aedentials from UC, Riverside in 1977 and 1979. She and
her husband, Jim, reside in San Bernardino.

1970
Mary H. Rowe, BA business administration; M.BA
1975; MA education 1977, was among several Black
educators honored recently by the Black Voice News.
She is a teacher for the San Bernardino City School Distria.

1971
Oscar C. Gonzales, BA sociology, is a probation
officer for San Bernardino County.

1972
Danielle Brown, BA French, was one of two San Ber
nardino County nominees for the California Teacher of
the Year award last year. She is a French teacher at
Yucaipa High School and her husband, Doug, teaches at
San Bernardino High.
WUmer Carter, BA. English; MA education 1976, has
been eleaed vice president of the board of education
for the Rialto Unified School Distria. A board member
since 1983, she is employed as office manager of U.S.
Rep. George Brown and is founder of the public rela
tions firm, Creative Business Services.
Evangeline F. Preciado, BA history, and her f^ily
recently relocated to Richmond, Va., ^ere she is
employed as an economic research analyst for the State
of Virginia. She and her husband, Joseph, have two
children attending Virginia Commonwealth University
and-theiryoungest son is in 7th grade.
Donald C. Sill, B.A history, owns the Sill-Sw'itzer WlxxI
Design establishment in Highland. He resides in San
Bernardino.
1973

Alfreida H. Cai'swell, BA sociology, is a ^^ecial edu
cation teacher for the Fontana School Distria.
Ira Gray, BA humanities, is a kindergarten teacher at
Alessandro Elementary School in San Bernardino.
Levonzo Gray, BA sociology, is a fourth grade teacher
at Emmerton Elementary School in San Bernardino. Mar
ried with four children, he is working on his master’s
degree at Cal State.
Telma Hill, BA Spanish, teaches at Alessandro Elemen
tary School in San Bernardino. A native of the Republic
of Panama, she is married and has two children.
Ralph C. Monge, BA business administration, is a
developer for Southwest Development Co. of San Ber
nardino. He resides in Highland.
Floyd A. Rasmussen, BA anthropology, is a manage
ment analyst for the Department of the Army in Frank
furt, West Germany.
Michael Todhunter, BA history; MA education 1984,
recently received a certificate of educational appreciation
from the San Bernardino Area Chamber of Commerce.
He is a teacher for the San Bernardino City Unified
School Distria.
1974
Melvin E, Abeyta, BA business administration, is em
ployed as a purchasing services manager for the City of
Riverside. He lives in San Bernardino.
John “Jack” Ahern, BA administration; M.BA 1975, is
the chief spokesperson for the Internal Revenue Service
in Washington, D C.
Benjamin Cochrane, BA economics, teaches for the
San Bernardino City Unified School Distria.
Wilma L. Cochrane, BA psychology, is a counselor for
the San Bernardino Community College Distria.
Etiwanda F. Goodwin, BA social sciences; MA edu
cation 1979, is a teacher for the San Bernardino City
Schools. She is married and has four children.

1975
David Alvarez, BA sociology; MA education 1977,
is the new direaor of educational services for the
Coachella Valley Unified School Distria.
Maryetta Boose, BA sociology, is a counselor at
Emmerton Elementary School in San Bernardino. She is
married and has one child.
Bonita L. Schwinghamer, MA education, teaches
fourth and fifth grades for the Jurupa School Distria. The
Riverside resident has served as chairperson for the Sky
Country Blood Drive.

1976
Ruth Bavetta, BA art, had her work on display in two
art exhibitions during March. She was among seven
artists participating in the “Realism: Photo and Surreal”
show in Sylmar, Calif In addition, she contributed to the
“Showcase ’86: California Women Artists” display, which
was organized in observance of National Women’s His
tory Week at Cal Poly, Pomona.
Willie Boothe, BA social sciences, was among numer
ous Black educators in San Bernardino and Riverside
counties honored by the Black Voice News. She is mar
ried and has six children.
Alfonso K. Fillon, BA criminal justice, is an assistant
regional administrator for a Parole and Community Ser
vices Division of the Department of Correaions.
Correaions.

April iVob
Donald Wayne Johnson, BA business administration,
wed Elizabeth Ann Balzer Oct. 12 in the Redlands Chris
tian Missionary Alliance Church. His father, a minister
with Colton Community Church, officiated. Johnson is a
title officer with Fidelity National Title in San Bernar
dino. Tbe newlyweds reside in Running Springs.
Michael Tacchia, BA music, is the pianist of the
Inland Empire Symphony. He is concert pianist and
choral direaor for the Colton Unified School District.
Clara Thomas, MA education, is the assistant principal
for Lincoln Elementary School in San Bernardino. In
addition, she serves as a planning commissioner for
Banning.

1977
ZelmaJ. Ballard, MA education, is a teacher at Grand
Terrace Elementary School in the Colton Unified School
Disiria. She has one daughter.
Daisy M. Boyd, MA educational counseling, is
employed by the Riverside Unified School District.
Sharron Egao, BA sociology; MA education 1985, is a
probation officer for San Bernardino County.
Betty L. Harden, BA sociology/social sciences, works
for the San Bernardino City Unified School District. She
has two children.
William “Butch” Geiger, Jr., credential, teaches
social studies, physical education and is a coach at San
Bernardino High School.
Elisabeth Kempe-Ollnger, BA liberal studies; MA
education 1979, is an attorney with a private praaice in
Fontana. She resides in Rialto.
Yvonne F. Lowrance, MA education, received the
Service to Education award from the Rialto Chamber of
Commerce last May. She is a sixth grade teacher in that
city and lives in San Bernardino.

1978
Danny BUson and Paul De Meo, BA theatre arts,
were featured in a February article in The Sun for their
successful screenwriting partnership in Los Angeles.
Since graduation they have written 12 feature film
scripts, nine of which have been sold and three of which
have been made into movies.
Timothy C. Hamre, BA business administration, is
director of the Senior Employment Program for the San
Bernardino County Office on Aging. He is editor of the
Inland Empire Democrat and president of the Rialto
Democratic Club. He also is active in the American Civil
Liberties Union, the National Organization of Women
and the Democratic Party, which named him the 1985
“Democrat of the Year” for San Bernardino County.
Booker T. Hullng, M A education, is the principal of
Jackson Elementary School in Riverside. A retired non
commissioned officer of the Air Force, he is married and
has three children.
Georgia Hullng, MA education, is vice principal at
University Heights Middle School in Riverside.
David B. Marion, B.S. business administration, is a
partner in the certified public accounting firm of Smith
Marion & Co. in Redlands. He lives in San Bernardino.
Bennett McAllister, BA social sciences, opened his
own cptometry practice in Hesperia last month.
Pegi McClure, BA liberal studies, married Daniel
Alford Dec. 28 at Calvary Baptist Church in Calimesa. She
is claim representative for CNA in Brea while he is an
electronics engineer with Tustin Electronics. The couple
live in Orange.
Jean Meeks, BA. public administration, has been
named vice president and controller at Redlands Federal
Savings, where she has worked since 1981. In addition,
she is president of the Financial Managers Society TriCounty Chapter for San Bernardino, Riverside and
Orange counties.
Susan Strickland, MA education, is an instructional g
coordinator for the Jurupa Unified School District. She is
married and has two children.
Weldon L. Sutton, BA psychology; MA special major
1981, is a rehabilitation case manager for the Pomona
^Valley Workshop in Montclair. He coordinates services
for §3 develomentally disabled clients. He is a member
of the California Association of Post-Secondary Educators
for the Disabled.
Bobbie Templeton, BA liberal studies, teaches at Cali
fornia Elementary School in San Bernardino.
Sharon Wolff, BA art, recently joined the faculty at
the Riverside Art Museum. She has taught, lectured and
given demonstrations to cultural groups for over 17
years.
^

1979
Marco Antonio Cota, BA art, married OUvia Anna
Castorena, BA business administration 1983, Dec. 14 at
Our Lady of Guadalupe Church in San Bernardino. He is
an admissions counselor at Cal State and she is a claims
representative for Allstate Insurance Co. in Riverside. TTie
couple live in San Bernardino.
Clifford E. Lingren, BA criminal justice, is a police
sergeant, currently assigned to the patrol division, with
the San Bernardino Police Department. He and his wife,
Kathy, live in San Bernardino.
Olivette S. Miller, MA education, is the principal of
Barton Elementary School in San Bernardino. She is mar
ried and has two children.

lifida Sherman, BA English; MA English composi
tion 1982, is an English instructor at Riverside City Col
lege. She formerly taught at Cal State.
Ellase Stiggers, MA education, is principal of Thomp
son Elementary School in Highland.
1980

Bobby L. Moore, MA education, is a teacher at Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary School in San Bernar
dino. He is married and has one child.
Princie C. Smith, MA education, is associate dean of
the Health Service Division at San Bernardino Valley
College.
Jana Ondrechen Wlble, BA art, married James F.
Wible, Jr., June 1 at St. Philip the ^X)stle Church in
Lemon Grove, Calif The couple relocated to the groom’s
native southern Maryland, where he is a technical jour
nalist, illustrator and photographer for Dynalectron, Inc.
She is the coordinator of public events for St. Mary’s Col
lege, which is part of the state college system. The cou
ple live in Town Creek, MD.
Christine Williams, BA criminal justice/sociology, is a
probation officer for San Bernardino County in Victor
ville. She is working on a master’s degree in educational
counseling at Cal State and resides in San Bernardino.
John Joseph Ziemba, BA psychology, performs adver
tising and public relations writing duties for Communi
cation Creations in San Bernardino.

1981
Constance Doesburg, BA sociology, wed David Berg
Dec. 7 at The Church on the Hill in Norco. She is an
emergency assistance coordinator for Lutheran Social
Services and he is a student at Cal State. The couple live
in San Bernardino.
Margaret Hill, BA child development, is a vice princi
pal at San Bernardino High School.
Don Hodson, BA business administration, married
Melissa Allen Nov. 30 in the Religious Science Church
in Los Angeles. He is a marketing research analyst with
the Carnation Co. in Los Angeles xv^ile she is a market
ing research analyst for Mattel Toys in Hawthorne. The
couple are residing in Sherman Oaks.
Don Lucia, B.S. administration, is president of Lucia &
Williams, a professional accountancy corporation in San
Bernardino. He recently spoke at the National Tax
Conference.
1982

Brenda Alexander, credential, is a school nurse for
the Alvord School Distria.
Joyce Eskln, BA art, displayed a collection of acrylic
paintings, ink drawings and colored photocopied prints
in a one-person show at the La Canada Fliniridge Library
Gallery Feb. 3-28. A Highland resident for 20 years, she is
coordinator of the Learning Center at Temple Emanu El
in San Bernardino.
Lillie Jackson, BA liberal studies, is employed by the
Moreno Valley Unified School District.
Angleyn K. Moultrie, BA biology, is a third year med
ical student at the College of Osteopathic Medicine of
Pacific in Pomona. She lives in Rialto.
Bernice Stansbury, BA social sciences, is a teacher in
the GATE Program at Curtis Junior High School in San
Bernardino.
Adrian TafoUa, B.A theatre arts, married Tami Town
send Oa. 12 at the Asistencia in Redlands. He is em
ployed as a background extra by Central Casting in Los
Angeles while she works for the Columbia School of
Broadcasting in Hollywood.

1983
Robert Abraham, BA. biology, is employed as a pro
duction chemist dealing with pyrotechnics in the Aero
space Division of Space Ordnance Systems in Canyon
Country. He resides in Pearblossom.
Olivia Castorena, BA business administration, married
Marco Cota, BA art 1979, Dec. 14 at Our Lady of Guada
lupe Church in San Bernardino. She is a claims represen
tative for Allstate Insurance in Riverside and he is em
ployed as an admissions counselor by Cal State. The
couple live in San Bernardino.
Kathryn Anne Coolbaugh, BA biology/chemistry,
married VCIlliam Donald Warehall, Cal State art professor,
Dec. 21 at First Presbyterian Church in San Bernardino.
She is a third-year medical student at Uniformed Services
University School of Medicine in Bethesda, Md. He is
taking part in a faculty exchange program at Virginia
Commonwealth University during winter and spring
quarters. The couple will reside in San Bernardino when
he returns to the university next fall.
Mariann Raynor, BA business administration, is an
insurance agent with State Farm in San Bernardino.
Randal Wesley Slotkin, M A education, is a teacher
for the San Bernardino Unified School Distria. He has
served as a member of the test program for cooperative
learning in San Bernardino. He lives in Redlands.
Stephen Smith, BA business administration, married
Suzanne Cox Jan. 4 at The Orange Chapel in Redlands.
He is a stockbroker for Dean Winer Reynolds and she is
a salesperson for Helzberg Diamonds in San Bernardino.
The couple live in San Bernardino.

Stay in touch tvithyour university...
Your membership in the Alumni Association benefits both you anti the University. You
will be able to maintain contacts with classmates and feculty, borrow from Pfau Library,
receive University publications, purchase drama tickets at student rates, participate in
Association-sponsored insurance programs and become a member of the San Bernar
dino County Central Credit Association.

Sherri Lynn Stevens, BA business administration,
married Matthew Lee Bacon Oa. 26 at Brookside Free
Methodist Church in Redlands. The couple are residing
in Grand Terrace.
Marisa L. Wine, BA theatre arts, is a sales represen
tative for HESA, Inc., which distributes educational read
ing programs, VCRs and educational tapes and i^ple
Computers to home users. In addition, she teaches
drama part-time at the Looking Glass Studio of Drama
and Dance and continues to pursue a career in the dra
matic arts.

1984
David A Byrd, BA political science, has graduated
from the U.S. Air Force aircraft maintenance course at
Sheppard AF.B., Texas. He is an airman first class.
Joanne Cataldo, BA business administration, is
engaged to marry Steve Dreese June 28 at Our Lady of
Assumption Catholic Church in San Bernardino. She is
employed as a teacher at the church school vdiile he
works as a welder for Johnson-Bateman Pipe Co. in
Ontario.
Toyln Dawodu, BA finance; M.BA 1985, is the owner
of a ^olesale hair care and beauty product company.
Destiny, in Riverside.
Deane T. Hariow, M.BA, is a secondary marketing
manager for Western Savings in Phoenix, Ariz.
Leonard F. Houser II, BA chemistry, is a material and
process research engineer for Deutsch E.C.D. in
Beaumont.
Matthew Kabot, BA. business administration, is an
account executive with Dean Witter, specializing in tax
advantaged investing, retirement planning and equity
investments.
Rhonda S. Moore, BA administration, wed Jack B.
Swanson Nov. 9 at Faith Lutheran Church in Yucaipa. She
is an accountant with McGladrey, Hendrickson and
Pullen in San Bernardino while he is employed as a car
penter. The couple live in Yucaipa.
Elsie Ramsey, BA liberal studies, is a teacher at Muscoy Elementary School in San Bernardino.
Cleate Rose, BA economics, is employed as a claims
adjuster by the State Compensation Insurance Fund in
San Bernardino.
Randy Wills, BA political science, received a $500
scholarship from the Citrus Belt Chapter of the United
Nations Association. He is working toward a master’s in
international relations at Cal State, Los Angeles.

1985
Marisue Patrice Arledge, B.S. computer science, is
engaged to marry John James Meza April 19 at First Uni
ted Methodist Church in Redlands. She is a programmer
and analyst for DPC-Halverson in San Bernardino and he
is employed as a programmer by Shearson-Lehman
Brothers Mortgage Corporation in San Bernardino.
Christine P. Bames, M.PA, works as a claims repre
sentative for the Social Security Administration in River
side. She also holds a bachelor’s degree in textiles from
the University of Maryland.
Gregory K. Baugh, BA aiminal justice, is a group
counselor for the Riverside County Probation Office. He
resides in Redlands.
Rex Bullington, MA education, had a feature role in a
Las Vegas hotel’s produaion of the dance extravaganza
“A Chorus Line.”
Barbara Jean Burrell, BA business administration, is
living in Kaiserslautern, Germany and working as a statis
tical assistant for the U.S. Army. Her husband. Col. Steve
Burrell, is commander of the U.S. Air Force European
Audit Region. He formerly was a part-time leaurer at Cal
State.
Margaret M. Diaz, has graduated from the U.S. Air
Force medical services specialist course at Sheppard
AF.B., Texas, where she is a reserve airman first class.
Patty Efflnger, MA education, is a teacher for the
Moreno Valley School Distria.
l itida Marie Hernandez, B.S. business administration,
married Norman L Williams Jan. 25 at First Christian
Church in San Bernardino. She is a staff accountant with
Romo and Waller, CPA in San Bernardino, while he is a
minister at the church where they were wed. The couple
live in Highland.
Garth Koleszar, BA business administration, married
Marleah Stanton Jan. 3 at First Congregational Church in
San Bernardino, He is a chemical analyst for Aqua-Serve
in Los Angeles and she is a food server employed by
Marie Callender’s in San Bernardino. The couple live in
San Bernardino.
Kari Lee Obst, B.S. biology, is engaged to marry Lisa
Ann Hosiejune 14 at Judson Baptist Church in San Ber
nardino. He is employed as a dispatcher by Loma Linda
University Medical Center while she is a waitress for
Howard Johnson’s in San Bernardino.
Christopher L. Spillman, BA social sciences, has
received a parachutist badge upon completion of a
three-week airborne course at the U.S. Army Infantry
School at Fort Benning, Ga. He is a second lieutenant
with the Army.
Raul Torres, B.S. business administration, married Mela
Montagnese Nov. 2 at the First Baptist Church of Red
lands. He is a U.S. Treasury Department revenue agent in
Riverside and she works for the U.S. Postal Service in San
Bernardino. The couple live in Grand Terrace.

Life membership, single
Ufe membership, two in family

Charge dues in the amount of $to________________ VISA or_____ MasterCard

$200
$300

The Alumni Association weicomes the foiiowlng new
members vvbo have joined since the last Panorama.
Robert Abraham, BA biology 1983
Mary Stella S. Alva, BA sociology 1985
Guillermo A Amaya, BA business administration
1985
Robert W. Baer, BA business administration 1985
Robert H. Ballard, B.S. accounting 1985
Bryanjohn Barber, MA psychology 1985
Christine P. Bames, M.PA 1985
Gregory K. Baugh, BA criminal justice 1985
Melinda R. Blanton, BA anthropology 1985
David Bobbitt, B.A business administration/economics
1980; M.BA 1985
Judith Brasch, BA marketing 1985
Everett G. Campbell, BA an 1985
Alice K. Camuti, BA business administration 1985
DavidJ. Cheek, B.S. accounting 1985
Alma Loretta Clark, MA education; credential 1983
Janet M. Courts, B.S. business administration 1985
Cheryl Danagan, BA history 1985
Laurel Ann Duarte, B.S. business administration 1985
Anne P. Dunn, B.S. math 1985
Stephen C. Dunn, B.S. accounting/data processing
1985
Sharron Egan, BA sociology 1977; MA education
1985
Chris Ellis, BA geography 1985
Laura Ethridge, BA liberal studies 1985
Steven R. Farrant, B.V.E. 1985
Alfonso K. Fillon, BA criminal justice 1976
Patrick T. Flaherty, BA management 1978; M.BA
1985
Edward Garnett, BA social sciences 1985
Shirley I. Glass, BA liberal studies 1985
Timothy C. Hamre, BA business administration 1978
Donald L. Jeffers, BA political science 1968
Jane E. SUlJeffers, BA English 1969
Matthew Kabot, BA business administration 1984
Lee Kinney, BA anthropology 1985
Carleen S. Krebs, BA liberal arts 1985
Clifford E. Lingren, BA criminal justice 1979
Marcia LoGiudice, BA English 1985
Anne A, Malouf, BA child development 1985
David B. Marion, B.S. business administration 1978
Douglas S. McColeman, B.S. computer science 1985
Patricia McKinster, BA human services 1985
Timothy A McPherson, B.S. accounting 1985
Diana *Jill” Miller, BA criminal justice 1985
Earl Wayne Miller, BA business administraiion/management 1985
Ralph C. Monge, BA business administration 1973
Constance Moore-Henson, BA. business administra
tion 1985
Angelyn K. Moultrie, BA biology 1982
Audrey Murphy, BA history 1969; aedential 1970
Anne M. O’Halloran, BA accounting 1985
Roy Perry, BA business administration 1985
Floyd A Rasmussen, BA anthropology 1973
Lawrence R. Rosebure, B.A. history/criminal justice
19'"7
Julie Anne Roy, BA social sciences 1985
Silvia Leon Salem, BA English 1972; MA education
1982
l.inda Sanner, BA liberal studies 1985
Shirley Marshall Shelanskey, BA political science
1968
Linda Sherman, B.A English 1979; MA English com
position 1982
Leonard M. Shipley, B.A business administration 1985
Donald C. SUl, B.A history 1972
Eric Snedaker, BA history 1985
William Clayton Spencer, BA marketing 1985
Ray Strackbein, M.BA 1985
Weldon L. Sutton, BA psychology 1978; MA special
major 1981
Joanna Teachout, BA accounting 1985
Melissa R. Valdez, B.A finance 1985
Barry Edward Walker, B.S. business administration
1985
Layne E. ^gle, B.S. math 1985
Christine Williams, BA aiminal justice/sociology
1980
Betsy R. ^Kllson, BA liberal studies 1985
Marisa L. Wine, B.A theatre arts 1983
Lyime Youngstrom, B.S. nursing 1984
John Joseph Ziemba, BA psychology 1980
Victor W. Zupancich, BA liberal studies 1985

More about me...
Information to be shared in the Panorama...

Spouse’s name ___________________________________ _
If spouse is Cal State grad, year of graduation, degree, major:

* --------------------------------— Exp. dateSignature
Please include me in the following chapter (check one):
------Administration; ------ Black; -------Chicano; ____ Education; ____ Nursing;
____Humanities
Mail to: Alumni Association, Cal State, San Bernardino,
5500 University Parkvray, San Bernardino, CA 92407

1

New Members

Count me in. I wish to------renew my membership; ____ join the Alumni Association.
Membership dues:
Annual membership, single
$ 20
Annual membership, two in family $ 30

Panorama

Name_______________ _________________________________
Address __________________ ^_________________________
Phone (--------- )_----------------------------------- Soc. Sec. No_____
Year of GraduationDegreeMajor
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A-A-H-H-... Summer!!
Here’s a sample of what you can expect this
summer at Cal State, San Bernardino! In addition
to the regular Summer Session offerings on cam
pus, Extended Education provides a large variety
of credit, noncredit and continuing education
courses, special institutes, weekend workshops,
conferences, and contract programs which allow
students to continue their education in whatever
way is most appropriate for their personal and
professional growth.
This sampler gives an idea of the kinds of new,
exciting programs going on at Cal State, San Ber
nardino this summer. For a complete description
of summer courses, contart the Office of Extended
Education at (714) 887-7527 and request a copy of
the summer catalog.
As you make your plans for summer, add Cal
State to your list of activities. There’s a course (or
two!) that’s just right for you and members of your
family.
The Second Annual Conference for the
Advancement of Mathematics Teaching has
been specially designed by the San Bernardino
and Riverside Counties Mathematics Association
and the Office of Eirtended Education to help
meet the changing demands made on today’s
mathematics teachers. Topics include a California
math curriculum overview; situational lessons/
problem solving; critical thinking; geometry
proofs; remediation; and using computers and
calculators. The schedule: May 10; 8:30 a.m. — 5
p.m. Cost: $25 (noncredit); $40 (credit).
Early childhood teachers ... get ready for two
exciting days of R and R ... and R!! Reading,
Rhythms, and Rainbows, a dynamic summer
workshop for preschool and kindergarten teach
ers, administrators, and college students, will fea
ture renowned educators Valerie Welk and Bev
Boz. This event is cosponsored by the Office of
Extended Education and the Arrowhead Associa
tion for the Education of Young Children. The
schedule: Aug. 15 and 16; 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Cost: $15
per day (includes lunch); up to two units of credit
available at the door for an additional $15.50 per
unit.

School counselors, rehabilitation counselors,
marriage, family and child counselors, high school
and college students are invited to attend a special
mini-conference — Crises in Counseling. Top
ics will include techniques and applications of
peer counseling and ways to recognize and treat
depression, and child sexual abuse. Cosponsored
by the Office of Extended Education, School of
Education, and the National Rehab. Counseling
Association of California, this workshop will fea
ture Dr. C. H. Patterson, visiting distinguished pro
fessor, esUSB School of Education. The schedule:
May 8; 3-8:30 p.m. Cost: $25 (professionals); $12
(students).
Teachers Are #1... and we know it! Teachers,
don’t miss THE professional event of the year.
This four-day summer teachers’ conference in
cludes dynamic keynote speakers, dozens of in
terest sessions, a bookshop and several vendor ex
hibits. Cosponsored by the Office of Extended
Education, the San Bernardino County Schools
Office and the Inland Empire TEC center, this con
ference promises to be one of the most exciting
activities of the summer. The schedule: Aug. 1922. The cost: $10 per day, plus $20 per day credit
fees (meals additional). Inquiries should be
directed to (714) 383-1630.
Younger students interested in taking classes
this summer, will find Cal State, San Bernardino
THE place to be. Special courses for kids in
clude a computer camp, Aug. 4 15, 8:30-11:30
a.m.; a media production workshop for grades
four through nine, June 30-July 11, 9 a.m.-12 noon;
and two self-defense courses, one in July and
one in August. For gifted and talented chil
dren, a special summer program has been
planned for those in grades four through eight.
Activities include computers, science experiments,
“great stories,” and fun with math. The schedule:
July 14-24; 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m. The cost: $145.
The Office of Extended Education invites you to
join us this summer. Choose from a wide range of
summer extension courses in a number of areas,
including business, computers, education, entre
preneurship, health science, mathematics, photog
raphy, psychology, physical education, test pre
paration, and women’s studies. Summer At Cal
State, San Bernardino ... What a Great Idea!

